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Background and Objectives – The Rise and Fall of James Strang’s Kingdom
In 1844 James Strang and a few hundred followers broke off from the main body of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Nauvoo, Illinois, ultimately settling on Beaver Island in northern 
Lake Michigan in 1848. Shortly thereafter Strang proclaimed himself king, and the colony of “Strangites” grew to about 1000 individuals over the next several years. However, dissensions within the 
group and conflicts with local fishermen over the Strangites’ questionable business and property dealings also grew, and in 1856 Strang was shot by one of his followers and died a few days later. Upon 
hearing that Strang had been killed, the fishermen drove the Strangites off the island, and either destroyed, ransacked, or simply took over their existing properties and dwellings. Our objectives were 
to: 1. determine construction dates for eight structures of interest to the Beaver Island Historical Society; 2. identify whether they were contemporary with the Strangite era (1848–1856) or include 
timbers repurposed from Strangite structures; and 3. Identify patterns in construction practices or species use over time. 

John Bonner Ruin
Sample dates (gray = 
noncutting date):
181-8
182-6
184-4778

• Construction date: 1849
• Eastern white pine
• Oldest ”standing” 

structure on the island
• Either an extant 

Strangite structure or 
built with repurposed 
timbers

Neils-Schneider Home
Sample dates:
187-7 
188-01223333

• Construction date: 1884
• Eastern hemlock
• Second-youngest structure 

dated; both from eastern 
hemlock

• Possibly some repurposed 
timbers, but not from the  
Strangite era

John Early Home
Sample dates:
188-24555555555555

• Construction Date: 
1885

• Eastern hemlock
• Youngest structure
• Clearest cluster of 

dates
• No Strangite timbers

Mormon Print Shop
Sample dates (gray = noncutting date):
176-6
178-4
179-79
184-07788888888888899999999

• Construction Date: 1850
• Red pine
• Structure with the best historical records 

(also 1850). Home of the Beaver Island 
Historical Society. Was thought to be the 
only extant Strangite structure (but see 
Bonner Ruin, lower left).

• Only red pine structure

Feodor Protar House
Sample dates (gray = 
noncutting date):
169-3
180-7
182-3
185-223448899999
186-00000000

• Eastern white pine
• Construction date: 1861
• Third-oldest structure; 

all three from pine
• Possibly repurposed 

Strangite timbers but 
noncutting dates

John O’Donnell Ruin
Sample dates (gray = 
noncutting date): 
186-45
187-35

• Construction Date: 1875
• Northern white-cedar
• No Strangite timbers

Gallagher/Ostenbury Ruin
Sample dates:
186-44

• Construction Date: 1864
• Northern white-cedar
• Only two timbers dated, 

but consistent with other 
white-cedar structures 
(1860s/1870s)

• No Strangite timbers

John Gillespie Home & Barns
Sample dates (gray = 
noncutting date):
181-9
182-07889
183-19
184-024779
185-0348
186-2233444555566889
187-22244

• Construction date: 1875
• Northern white-cedar
• Best evidence of remnant 

and repurposed timbers, 
including Strangite era
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Principal Results and Conclusions
• The John Bonner ruin includes the oldest cutting dates for any structure on Beaver Island. This is consistent with historical records suggesting that, “It was there that he established his permanent 

home, the house built from logs that had been prepared by the Mormons, and found by John (Bonner).” It is unclear whether the entire home represents an extant Strangite structure or was built 
later using repurposed timbers. Regardless, it appears to be the most historically significant structure on the island yet is in the worst state of disrepair, and should be a priority for restoration.

• The Gillespie home and barns included the clearest evidence of the use of remnant wood and repurposed timber, including several that were contemporaneous with the Strangite era. 
• A pattern of changing species use over time was evident: the three oldest structures (1849–1860) were built with red or eastern white pine, a second group (1864–1875) from northern white-cedar; 

and the youngest two (1884–1885) from eastern hemlock. However, the Gillespie home and barns include evidence of remnant and repurposed white-cedar spanning several decades.

James J. Strang in 1856

Methods: We sampled every accessible and sound timber in each structure with a Pressler bit, on unhewn surfaces with some evidence that the outer ring was intact wherever possible. We built floating chronologies using skeleton plots, measured rings 
with a Velmex or scanned images with Coorecorder and CDendro, then crossdated the floating chronologies against ITRDB reference chronologies visually and statistically, verifying all dates with Cofecha. 

Sampling a timber in the Mormon Print Shop Sample taken through bark on a red pine Mounted samples with initial sanding passes Correlation between the Neils-Schneider Home and reference chronology

Beaver Island Harbor Light


